3DWalldecor
Dimensional Bamboo Wall Panels
Transform your walls into spatial eye-catchers

The Bamboo Wall Panels of 3DWalldecor give each wall or surface a unique character of its own. These easy-to-install wallpaper panels are made from ecological pressed bamboo pulp and feel like hardboard. All designs are expandable in any direction with an automatic pattern repeat, and can be finished in any colour.

Characteristics
- Made from natural pressed bamboo pulp
- Paintable surface
- Sound damping
- Flame retardant, water repellent

Specifications
Dimensions: L 46cm x W 46cm x H 2cm
Material thickness: 1,5 mm
Weight: 250 - 300 grams per panel
Packaging: 10 panels per box / 2,1 m²